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All the holidays you want  
on one perfect little island

If you can’t decide whether to bathe on a beautiful beach, fill your lungs with crisp countryside air  
or eat fabulous food in a special city, forgo the agonising and head somewhere that has it all
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DISCOVER JERSEY
B E AC H  H O L I DAY

 When I think of Jersey,  
I think of family. 

Admittedly, I grew 
up in deepest, darkest 
rural Kent (population: 

127 people, three goats and a pub) and 
I have no blood relations on the island, 
but it’s been a staple familial getaway 
throughout my childhood, and a 
romantic, communal and stress-
relieving haven in my adult life.

No matter the visit, many of  
my memories centre on Jersey’s 
numerous gorgeous beaches – 
mornings spent swimming or 
attempting (and regularly failing)  
to surf, afternoons vanishing over 
beachside beers and meandering 
strolls along seemingly endless 
stretches of sand, and evenings  
whiled away watching the sun set 
over the ocean and stargazing to  
the sound of the rolling waves.

The joy of Jersey’s compact size 
means you’re never more than a  
10- to 15-minute drive from the sea, 
and even more impressive than the 
sheer prevalence of beaches is the 
diversity on each coast. Forget the  
rest of the UK’s craggy tundras and 
gloomy, gritty banks – Jersey’s seaside 
enclaves are sun-streaked, inviting 
and near-tropical.

The north boasts an array of 

beautiful sheltered, seemingly secret 
bays, the east has gentle, picturesque 
sandy beaches and rock pools aplenty. 
The south offers family-friendly mega-
beaches and an array of exciting water 
sports, and the west delivers heavenly 
sunsets and the dreamy swell of the 
Atlantic Ocean. Quality coastal dining, 
welcoming pubs and friendly locals 
come as standard, no matter the 
compass direction.

S E A S I D E  V I B E
It’s impossible to visit Jersey without 
exploring its flagship picture-postcard 
beach, St Brelade’s Bay. Bookmarked 
by a tranquil medieval parish chapel 
(replete with remarkably preserved 
frescoes) and a hilly woodland  
trail with stunning views back  
across the bay, it’s as picturesque  
as it is welcoming.

Super-safe swimming options, 
almost day-long sunshine, and a  
tide that goes far, far out also ensures 
it’s perfect for family fun, no matter 
your taste. Childhood memories 
include many an hour evaporating  
as I bobbed lazily along on a lilo, or 
ran myself stupid racing both family 
and dogs along the beach during 
games of rounders. 

Sand, sea, 
sun… and 
ever so 
much more
For Matthew Risley, 
the idyllic island  
of Jersey is where  
many of his fondest 
memories have been 
made. He recounts the 
breathtaking views, 
quality coastal food 
and lesser-known, 
unmissable gems

If a diet of ice cream and lollies  
isn’t to your favour, then the bay also 
offers an array of restaurants and 
cafés, with local institution, the Jersey 
Crab Shack, guaranteeing gorgeous 
views, a relaxed seaside vibe and 
drool-worthy tasty local seafood. 
Sitting back with a glass of wine,  
a Jersey crab salad, and family or 
friends spread out around you, it  
is a very good place to be.

A short drive (or cliffside amble) 
away sits St Aubin’s Bay, a crescent-
shaped stretch that offers a great  
6km afternoon walk towards  
Jersey’s largest town, St Helier,  
with enough cosy cafés and enticing 
restaurants to reward you for your 
efforts. Mark Jordan at the Beach  
has garnered two AA rosettes and  
a Michelin Bib Gourmand for its 
bistro-style dishes, and has desserts  
to die for. And if you want to work off 
the multiple courses, then you can 
hop into the bay’s recently restored 
marine lake, which offers open-air, 
safe sea swimming with a view of 
Elizabeth Castle to boot.

S T U N N I N G  H I D E AWAY S
As I got older, our family get-togethers 
evolved too, and we began spending 

more time on the north coast.  
While the beach sprinting may have 
subsided, the north’s collection of 
stunning hideaway bays all offer  
their own uniquely vertiginous 
workout, with steep cliffs and 
dramatic drop-offs guaranteeing  
you still have to work for the 
spectacular views. 

Grève de Lecq is the north’s most 
popular beach, with ample parking, 
affordable eating, sheltered sands and 
rockpools for all the family to enjoy. 
But our family became firm fans of the 

more hidden away inlets Bonne Nuit 
and Bouley Bay, and the cliffside walk 
in-between. 

Bonne Nuit is one of the island’s less 
publicised highlights, a small fishing 
harbour with stunning azure waters 
and a cute little café. Fuel up on coffee 
and cake and embark on the four-mile 
walk up and over the leafy headland. 
It’s an undulating, remarkably 
tranquil stroll that guarantees 
breathtaking coastal views. The walk 
takes you to Bouley Bay, renowned  
for its pebbly beach and prime scuba 
diving. One memorable visit found the 
bay far, far busier than we’d ever 
expected, as it soon transpired that 
we’d stumbled across a Jersey 
institution – the Bouley Bay hill climb, 
a tradition dating back to 1920 in 
which numerous vintage cars and 
motocross bikes take it in turns to 
speed up the hairpin-stuffed hill. 

Further along the north coast sits 
Rozel, a small fishing village with 
technicolour beach huts, harbourside 
cottages and an armada of bobbing 
fishing boats. On first glance, Rozel 
doesn’t scream “beach of the year”, 
especially in comparison to Jersey’s 
plethora of sandy, spectacular vistas, 
and while it’s not a prime swimming 

LEGENDS IN THE PARK
Part of Jersey’s Big Gig  

Weekend, the Legends in the  
Park will be a celebration of  

the best of the 1980s. Headlined  
by Holly Johnson, former lead  

singer for Frankie Goes to  
Hollywood, the open-air concert  
at Howard Davis Park in St Helier  
will also feature Kim Wilde, Five  

Star, Go West and the Abba 
 tribute band Björn Again. 

�biggigjersey.com
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JERSEY TRIATHLON
Inspired by the Brownlee  

brothers? Then why not take  
on the most southerly triathlon  
in the British Isles. Starting on  
the waterfront at St Helier and 
touring the island’s west coast,  

you can opt for an Olympic triathlon, 
the shorter Jersey Sprint and  

the more manageable Super Sprint 
as well as a Junior Triathlon for 

children aged eight to 14.
�jersey-triathlon.com

9  J U LY

AROUND ISLAND WALK 
Jersey’s spectacularly diverse 

coastline makes the ideal setting for a 
walking challenge. The Around Island 
Walk is the perfect way to test your 
endurance while enjoying beautiful 
clifftop paths, sandy beaches and 

verdant countryside. There are 
various disciplines, from the main  

48-mile walk to the shorter 10.9-mile 
route and even a relay, with around 

20,000 people taking part each year. 
�islandwalk.je
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JERSEY HORSE RACING
If you are after the perfect day out  

for family and friends of all ages, then 
look no further. With a full card of 

racing, there is also a bar and a 
variety of cuisines on site. Once  

you have had your fill of food and 
drink head out on to the viewing  
bank for the racing action. There  
are also on course bookmakers  

available for those who  
like a flutter. 

�jerseyraceclub.com

A P R I L- AU G U S T

JERSEY INTERNATIONAL 
MOTORING FESTIVAL

The spectacle of streams of veteran 
motors and classic vehicles winding 
their way around the island’s lanes is 
not to be missed. The largest annual 

motoring event in the Channel Islands 
has a family-friendly atmosphere and 

sees display teams and daredevil 
stunts as well as touring routes, hill 
climbs and sprint events along the 

steep winding roads.
�jimf.je
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A  S IZZL I N G  S U M M E R  L I N E- U P Jersey enjoys more hours of sunshine than any other part of the British Isles. And during those long summer days, the island comes alive with a host of events and festivals, from open-air music concerts to motor shows, triathlons and walking challenges...

Quality coastal 
dining, welcoming 
pubs and friendly 
locals come as 
standard

Postcard perfect 
Beach perfection 
at St Brelade’s Bay; 
La Corbière 
Lighthouse at 
sunset; the lobby 
of the Atlantic 
Hotel; Rozel fishing 
village; St 
Brelade’s Bay

THE GOREY REGATTA  
One of the oldest regattas in the 

world, this is an integral part of Jersey 
history, providing many local and 

visiting sailors with the opportunity 
to sail in one of the most interesting 

and picturesque locations in the 
British Isles. The event takes place  
in the Royal Bay of Grouville with 

Mont Orgueil Castle as a backdrop. 
There are usually visitors from the 

adjacent coast of France.  
�goreyregatta.org
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 More than a countryside escape

 There are some incredible walks to 
enjoy in Jersey or, like our writer,  

hop on your bike for a leisurely cycling 
adventure, plus five great places  

to stay on the island

06
 More than a city break

With so much fresh produce, it’s no 
surprise the restaurants and cafés 

create delicious food worthy of any 
city break. Discover some of the best 

places to eat and drink

NATIONAL TRUST OPEN WEEKEND
Celebrate Jersey’s unique  

heritage with free access to  
some of its most important sites. 

Each year, National Trust  
properties throw open their  

doors to encourage locals and  
visitors to explore the island’s  
history. With special events  

and family activities, it is a great  
way to bring the island’s history  

to life for everyone.
�nationaltrust.je

BRECA JERSEY SWIMRUN
Try a new way to discover the 

beautiful scenery of Jersey with the 
Breca SwimRun. This endurance 

event involves teams of two following 
a route around two-thirds of the 

island, swimming across famous bays 
and transitioning into runs along 
beaches and clifftops. The total 
distance is 51km, made up of a  

6.5km swim and 47km run. There  
is also a sprint event.

�brecaswimrun.com/breca-jersey

INTERNATIONAL AIR DISPLAY
Turn your eyes to the sky and enjoy 

the amazing aerial display over 
Jersey by commercial and RAF jets. 
This fantastic free event has been 
delighting Jersey residents and 
visitors for more than 60 years. 

Watch the likes of the RAF’s Red 
Arrows, historic aircraft, daring 

wingwalkers and modern jets swoop 
over the island’s coastline while 

enjoying the festival atmosphere.
�jerseyairdisplay.org.uk
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destination, it’s hard to beat when it 
comes to lazy, sea shanty ambience. 
Hit up the Hungry Man beach kiosk 
for mouthwatering burgers and the 
finest crab sandwich on the island.

A DV E N T U R E S  A P L E N T Y
Last year also saw my first breaks on 
the island without the accompanying 
gaggle of relations – I found myself 
there for romantic getaways and 
weekends away with friends. The 
Atlantic Hotel is a superb base for  
all relaxing coastal needs, with 

Michelin-starred cuisine, a spa pool, 
groomed grounds, and stunning  
room views across the west coast’s 
enormous Atlantic Ocean-flanked  
St Ouen’s Bay. 

Miles of sandy beachfront and 
rolling waves ensure it’s also one of 
the best places to explore your more 
adventurous side, and is the premier 
place for surfers and thrill seekers of 
all ages. With one of the oldest surf 
clubs in Europe, it’s no surprise to 
hear that there are world-class surf 
options for those wanting to ride the 
waves. And while you may not have 
heard of “blokarting” before, the 
sheer sight of a number of wind-
powered go-karts tearing up the  
sand at speed should be enough to 
peak your interest. I spent a whole 
afternoon zipping around, laughing 
and screaming in equal measure. 

If you’re after a more sedate time, 
nearby Plémont offers a happy 
medium. Arrive at low tide and 
traverse the steep, long steps down  
to the beach, and you’ll be rewarded 
with a fascinating network of sea 
caves, rockpools hiding all manner  
of sea life, and a pristine sandy cove 
for general beach wandering.

The west coast is also home to the 

best sunsets on the island (and 
arguably the whole of the UK),  
with La Corbière Lighthouse  
and La Rocco Tower offering  
Instagram-ready backdrops  
in particular. 

Whether visiting with family of  
any age, or friends, Jersey has given 
me some of the happiest, most 
relaxing and ultimately diverse 
memories yet. With some of the 
world’s finest sandy beaches, views, 
food, and water sports, I doubt  
they’ll be the last.
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BIG GIG IN THE PARK
The day after Legends in the  

Park, you can head back to the  
St Helier venue for the Big Gig 
 in the Park, headlined by Olly  
Murs. The X Factor star will be  

the main event at the pop-themed 
concert, with more acts yet to  

be announced. A family-friendly 
atmosphere prevails during the 
whole weekend and all funds  
raised go to Jersey charities.

�biggigjersey.com

BATTLE OF FLOWERS CARNIVAL
An explosion of colour, the Battle of 
Flowers is a fantastic carnival with  
a history dating back more than  
100 years. First staged in 1902 in 

celebration of a Royal Coronation, the 
event has grown to encompass floats 

decorated with blooms, music and 
dancing. The fantastic Grand Day 

Parade takes place first, followed by 
the Moonlight Parade on day two, 
where floats are lit up in the dark. 

�battleofflowers.com

JERSEY REAL ALE AND 
CIDER FESTIVAL

There is nothing better on  
a warm summer’s day than  

a refreshing pint of cider or ale.  
At the Jersey Real Ale and  
Cider Festival, hosted at  
People’s Park in St Helier,  
you can taste some old  

favourites as well as special  
new brews making their first  

appearance at the event. 
�camrajersey.org.je
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events and festivals, from open-air music concerts to motor shows, triathlons and walking challenges...

As an ecologist  
and the founder  
of the Jersey 

Naturalist blog, it’s hardly 
surprising that one of my 
earliest memories is rock 
pooling with my family. 
We’d take a bucket and a 
net, and a little ID guide 
to identify everything 
with. We would compete 
about who could get the 
most interesting stuff and 
the biggest shore crabs –
and we’d scramble over 
rocks trying to get to 
them without getting 
pinched. But what was 
really special to me was 
the little starfish. Finding 
one of those was the best 
thing ever. 

Growing up in Jersey,  
I spent all my summers 
looking in ponds and 
spotting wildlife on the 
beach, and it all sparked 
an interest in nature.  
I was also hugely 
influenced by the Durrell 
Wildlife Park, the first 
zoo to focus on 
conservation of the 
species. There were  
also lots of smaller 
conservation projects 
going on around  
the island.

A large part of what  
I do as an ecologist is 
surveying animals, 
looking for wildlife and 
advising developers, 
famers and landowners 
what they can and cannot 
do for biodiversity.  
During my 
work I see  
a lot of 
wildlife and 
different flora 
and fauna, 
and so  
I started 
taking 
photos and 
sharing them online. I 
think the people of Jersey 
feel quite connected to 
the landscape and have 
an affinity to wildlife – it’s 
such a small place that 
you can’t drive by and  
not notice things – and  
I had a hugely positive 
response to my website. 
We’ve started to piece 
together the jigsaw of 
wildlife on the island so 
we know what we’ve got 
– because if we don’t 
know what we’ve got 
then we can’t know  
how to conserve it. 

We’re lucky because 
we’ve got so many 
different kinds of habitat 
in a small area. We’ve got 
the cliff lines, which are 
great for peregrine 
falcons (inset), we’ve got 
the beaches, heathlands, 
grasslands, small streams 
and reservoirs, bogs... 
and the wetlands here  
are some of the best  
in Europe. 

We get wildlife from 
the southernmost parts of 
Britain and from the most 

northern parts of Europe, 
so we’ve got this mixing 
pot of weird and 
wonderful things that 
interact. We’ve got some 
things that are quite rare 
– Jersey Orchids, and a 
subspecies of bank vole 
that’s only found in 
Jersey and the Isle of Man  
– and we’ve also got three 
different species of lizard: 
the green, wall and slow 
worm, which is actually  
a lizard. You’ll also find 
agile frogs, which you 
don’t get in the UK. 

And the best places to 
spot wildlife? Jersey is 
great for walking. We’ve 
got a huge network of 
footpaths that have  
really opened it up to 
everybody. Or you  
can mountain bike, 
rollerblade or skateboard 
and you’ll get great views 
across the beachfront. 

Surfing is huge here, 
and it’s a great way to see 
wildlife in a different 
kind of way. I don’t surf 
much, but people who do 
say that when they surf 
the mullet jump out of 
the water alongside them.

Every summer I go to 
the north coast and jump 
on a kayak to explore the 
caves. It’s really awesome 
– you can see dolphins 
and seals. It sounds crazy 
but it’s very safe – you 
don’t have to go very far 
to be completely isolated 

with only the puffins.
Also, if you go at 

the right time of 
year, it’s worth a 
swim near the oyster 

beds on the south-
east corner of the 

island. When 
the oyster 

company 
brought the 
pacific oysters they 
inadvertently brought 
phytoplankton too – and 
now Jersey is one of the 
few places you can find  
it. When it’s in bloom the 
phytoplankton reacts to 
movement and glows,  
so for a couple of nights  
a year you can go 
swimming and come  
out looking like you’re 
bright green. 

But my top choice for 
wildlife spotting is St 
Ouen’s Bay, because 
there’s so much to do. 
You’ve got the option  
to go surfing and do  
all the seaside side of 
things, but half of it is  
a National Trust nature 
reserve with a massive 
pond and wetland  
centre. There’s a  
big conservation  
effort going on so the 
wildlife is the best  
on the island – they’ve 
got the whole shebang.

D I SCOV E R  J E RS E Y

Jersey is a haven for wildlife, flora and fauna,  
including rare phytoplankton that makes  

you glow, says ecologist Jordan Todd

Nature spotter Jordan Todd grew up in Jersey



DISCOVER JERSEY
CO U N T RY  E S C A P E

 I was born and bred on a 
farm, in the middle of 
the island. The farm was 

run by an old Jersey 
family who were very 
knowledgeable about 
Jersey cows – they used 
to export them to the 
Royal Herd – and every 
morning before school I’d 
go and feed the heifers. 
So I was brought up 
around quality cattle and 
pigs, and because of that, 
and working at the Jersey 
Central Market, I’d learn 
things from farmers. I’ve 
always been interested in 
learning and heritage. 

I had a Saturday job at 
the market from the age 
of 14. And when I didn’t 
go to university – I was 
supposed to be an 
engineer but didn’t go 
because of all the strikes 
during the 1970s – the 
management said I could 
work for them. I said I 
won’t work for you, I’ll 
work with you and you 
can teach me. 

And so I started a 
business called Just 
William selling fruit and 
vegetables in the market 
in 1984 and I bought my 
farm in St Martin’s in  
May 1985. 

I used to think the old 
boy that ran the farm I 
grew up on was really 
tight, but he wasn’t, he 
was clever. He did 
everything in rotation. 
We don’t have cattle 
because my wife says we 
haven’t got time for them, 
but if you put cattle, pigs, 
chicken or turkeys in the 
system, by the time 
they’ve done all their jobs 
– cleaning up and eating 
all the weeds and 
everything – you don’t 
really need anything else. 
We’ve not used anything 
on our farm, just netting, 
and the results are 
incredible. Now if we 
could just multiply that 
we’d end up with an 
industry that is totally 
transformed. Sometimes 
I think I’m being a 
romantic old fool but it’s 
working on a small scale 
– if you can do it in 10 
rows, you can do it in  
100 rows or 1,000 rows. 

We started an initiative 
called the Farm School 
after discovering from 
our daughter that few 
children know where 
Jersey Royals come from, 
or where a cabbage 
comes from – they think 
it all comes cut up in a 
supermarket ready to go. 
And it’s true – we went to 
one school where there 

were 52 kids, and 16 of 
them had never been out 
of the town or in a field – 
so we decided to get  
them involved to help 
them learn.  

Now we grow 
everything as we 
normally do for sale  
in the market and the 
restaurants, and we also 
run courses for children.

They can come on a 
six-week course with 
their school, or join our 
after-school and Saturday 
club, the Sprouts Farm 
Club. On the first day the 
children are given a plot 
of land to farm and 12 
plants. They have to 
measure out the plot for 
themselves but we don’t 
give them a tape measure, 
they have to use their 
hands and feet. It also 
means they do some 
maths in their head. 

At the end of their 
session they are given a 
list of everything they’ve 
grown on the farm on one 

side – spring onions, 
salads, rhubarb, chards – 
and on the other side is  
a recipe to take with  
them so they can cook it 
at home. 

We also have open days 
where families can come 
in, and the kids also come 
to the market to see the 
produce and show their 
parents. So they’re 
getting involved with  
the land and the food  
and getting enthused  
to do something. 

What makes Jersey 
different is the quality  
of the produce. If you  
go to Covent Garden in 
London you’re getting 
the stuff from the day 
before at the earliest. If 
it’s coming all the way 
from France, it’s 24 
hours. This morning I 
picked red kale in the 
dark with a torch on my 
head and I picked organic 
micro salads at first light, 
and it was on the table 
within three hours. Here 
in Jersey we don’t want 
yesterday’s produce –  
if you’re digging in the 
morning we want it on 
the plate at lunchtime. 

I S L A N D  L I FE

Farmer Bill Davies on how he fell into the 
industry and why he’s keen to educate 

about the provenance of Jersey vegetables

� Located 
right on St 
Ouen’s Bay, Barge 
Aground is a quirky 
1930s house built, 
rather appropriately, 
in the shape of a boat.
It is the last of the 
seaside follies that 
once edged the bay 
and is surrounded by 
sand dunes and  
fields of orchids. 
There are porthole 
windows, original 
period décor and 

double 
doors leading 

out to a huge terrace 
overlooking the bay, 
not to mention a 
skylight offering 
access to the boat’s 
rooftop “deck”. With 
two bunk rooms and 
a sofa bed, up to six 
people can stay.
Price From £28 per 
person per night,  
self catering;
Details 
jerseyheritage.org

B A R G E  AG R O U N D 

F IV E  U N U S UA L  PL ACE S  TO  S TAY
Whether you’d like to be beside the rugged cliffs or the beautiful interior of verdant valleys and woodlands, Jersey has a variety of accommodation options, from luxury hotels to historic forts

More than 
a country 
escape
Rural Jersey is best 
explored on two 
wheels, says  
Katherine Lawrey, 
who is drawn in by 
sleepy lanes, historical 
relics and regular  
pit stops for fresh, 
homegrown produce

 Something happens to me 
when I get on a bike. I feel 
free and at one with my 
surroundings. Pedalling along 
the green lanes of Jersey, that 

freedom becomes a nirvana. As I criss-
cross the island, cars give me barely 
any cause for concern, traffic jams are 
non-existent. This feels like another 
world, where the pace of life is slower, 
there’s no hurly-burly, and everything 
is there  
to be savoured.

My senses come alive as I cruise 
along hedgerow-lined roads at the 
heart of the island. My ears tune  
into the distant hum of a tractor 
engine, the call of a woodpecker,  
the gentle rustle of leaves. My eyes 
gaze upon agricultural fields and 
lovingly-maintained cottages – these 
prompting me to stop in my tracks 
and dare to look at them for longer 
than perhaps a stranger should.

Visit Jersey’s Cycle Guide suggests 
10 different routes, ranging from an 
easy two miles to 40 miles for the 
hardy who want to circumnavigate 
the island. In fact, with more than  
350 miles of roads and byways, it’s 
ideal for two-wheel adventures.  
Many of these are green lanes,  
where cars must slow to 15 miles  
an hour, giving priority to horse  
riders and cyclists. 

Cycling around Jersey’s rural 
patchwork quilt, you can join the  
dots between historical relics, from 
medieval castles to German 
fortifications, village churches to 
lighthouses. Excuses to take a  
pause are easy to come by, whether 
sampling Jersey’s own vintages at  
La Mare Wine Estate or spotting rare 
creatures at Durrell Wildlife Park, 
founded by conservation hero  
Gerald Durrell. 

The north and south coasts are  
both worth seeing as they could not 
be more different. In the south you 
have sandy bays and low tides, in the 
north dramatic cliffs and secret coves. 

H O P  O N  A N D  O F F 
As I take advantage of the sleepy  
lanes to cycle side by side with a 
friend, chatting as we go, I can’t  
help but contrast our freedom to the 
restrictions placed on islanders under 
the German occupation. Our bike ride 
is punctuated by a visit to the Jersey 
War Tunnels, a museum hidden in  
the dark caverns of the Germans’ 
underground defences. The German 
occupation of the Channel Islands was 
an important part of the Second World 
War – they were the only British 
territories to be occupied. The tunnels 
tell this compelling story.  

F O O D I E  F U E L  S TO P S 
It is a blessing that a bike is my  
chosen method of transport for 
navigating the island, otherwise  
I would return home a good few 
pounds heavier. With its concentrated 
population of artisan producers, 
smallholders and farmers, Jersey is a 
haven for foodies. An abundance of 
fresh shellfish, crabs and lobsters is 
sourced close to the island’s shores, 
Jersey Royals can go from field to fork 
in next to no time, local beef and pork 
also finds its way onto restaurant 
menus, and there’s the addictively 
creamy dairy produce.  

Jersey was streets ahead of the  
Slow Food Movement and has the 
Genuine Jersey mark launched in 
2001 to prove it. Consumers buying 
food products bearing the Genuine 
Jersey logo can be assured that they 
have been reared, grown or caught in 
Jersey. Take a bottle of La Crémière’s 
Jersey Salted Caramel Sauce as an 
example. It is handmade from Jersey 
cream and Jersey butter using an 
artisanal recipe, and carries the 
Genuine Jersey mark.  

Part of the charm of our road 
cycling adventures is the easy access 
to the homegrown produce, enabling 
us to plan for a nourishing picnic on 
the go. Jersey has a tradition of 
roadside stalls – larger stalls are 
manned, smaller ones you are trusted 
to leave payment in an honesty box. 
You can anticipate stumbling across 

Excuses to take a 
pause are easy to 
come by, whether 
sampling Jersey’s 
own vintages or 
spotting creatures

Stop and see
Cyclists on a Green 
Lane; seafood at 
Fresh Fish 
Company; Jersey 
War Tunnels; 
orangutans at 
Durrell Wildlife 
Park; La Mare  
Wine Estate

�Tucked 
into a tranquil 
spot in the parish of 
St Peter, the 
Greenhills Country 
House Hotel is a 
stylish place to stay. It 
was once a private 
house (back in 1674) 
and has retained the 
charm and character 
of a traditional  
Jersey home. 

The hotel stands 
within pretty gardens 
and prides itself on 

serving up 
quality food 

made with locally 
sourced produce. 
Enjoy a sit-down  
meal in the award-
winning AA Rosette 
restaurant, relax with 
afternoon tea on the 
terrace by the pool,  
or chill out in the bar.
Price From £94  
per night.
Details 
seymourhotels.com/
greenhills-hotel

�Perched 
on top of a cliff 
on Jersey’s beautiful 
St Ouen’s Bay, the  
six-storey concrete 
Radio Tower looks 
out over five miles of 
sand and La Corbière 
Lighthouse, on the 
island’s south-
western tip. It was 
built by the German 
occupying forces 
during World War 
Two and has been 
converted to give it 

three 
double 

bedrooms tucked 
within the curved 
walls, each with 
observation slots 
looking out to sea, 
and a glass-walled 
top floor that is  
an elegant lounge 
and dining room with 
360-degree views. 
Price From £32 per 
person per night.
Details 
jerseyheritage.org

�Set on a 
quiet part of 
Jersey’s rugged north 
coast, La Crête Fort 
dates back to 1830 
and sits on a 
headland that is 
surrounded by  
sea on three sides.
Keep watch for 
invaders from 
Guernsey, Sark and 
France while you 
enjoy a meal in the 
round dining room 
with a vaulted ceiling 

and witness 
amazing 

sunsets from the 
walled terrace 
garden. Within the 
huge stone walls  
you can sleep up  
to five people with  
a double bedroom,  
a single bunker room 
and a lounge  
with a sofa bed.
Price From £31 per 
person per night.
Details 
jerseyheritage.org

�Head 
inland to the 
lovingly refurbished 
13th-century Norman 
house Longueville 
Manor, now a 
boutique luxury hotel 
set in beautiful 
gardens with an 
outdoor pool and 
terrace, tennis courts 
and a spa. There  
are more than 15 
acres of enchanting 
land to explore, 
including a Victorian 

kitchen 
garden and 

ornamental lake.  
The meals at the 
restaurant are highly 
rated – and the  
after-dinner cheese 
trolley shouldn’t to  
be missed. Just a 10-
minute drive from the 
centre of St Helier.
Price From £135  
per night.
Details 
longuevillemanor.
com

LO N G U E V I L L E  M A N O R 
H OT E L

L A  C R Ê T E  F O R TR A D I O  TOW E R G R E E N H I L L S  CO U N T RY 
H O U S E  H OT E L
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anything from punnets of juicy 
strawberries to crates of seasoned 
pork pies. 

P O P  I N TO  A  LO C A L
Cosy country pubs are easy to come 
by, and they make for great refuel 
stops. A watering hole that oozes 
country charm is St Mary’s Country 
Inn. It has a lovely al fresco dining 
area, perfect for sunny days. We 
choose a classic Jersey beef burger 
and wash it down with a locally 
brewed ale. One of Jersey’s oldest 
pubs, The Priory Inn, is a historic 
place to pause after a trip to Devil’s 

Hole, while The Rozel Pub, known  
for its excellent seafood and gourmet 
modern British classics, is a firm 
favourite with locals and visitors.

H A R B O U R  V I E W S
On our second day, we follow the 
south coast, filling our lungs with  
sea air as we cycle from St Aubin  
to St Clement’s Bay. A local 
recommendation has us making a 
detour into St Helier’s harbour area. 
Here we find the Fresh Fish Company, 
a food shack by the fish landing pier, 
which yields so much more than its 
name implies. Alongside the ice-

blocks bearing mackerel, turbot, 
dover sole, monkfish and scallops,  
is a colourful display of seasonal fruit 
and vegetables. Owner Louis Jackson 
proudly gives me the origin of every 
single product. If only I could restock 
my own fridge at home but we are 
limited by what we can carry in our 
bicycle baskets, so we pick up a tub  
of fresh crab to slather between 
chunks of just-baked bread. It was all 
we can do not to devour it there and 
then. But a picnic like this deserves  
a view to match.

We diligently pedal east, until we 
hit the beach, and can enjoy the spoils 
with a view that typifies Jersey’s 
south-eastern coasts. When the tide 
recedes, the island almost doubles in 
size, revealing lunar-like landscapes. 
Sandy beaches fall away into jagged 
plains littered with rock pools and the 
sea fades into the distance. 

Hunger pangs satisfied, we cycle  
to Green Island for our next treat  
– Jersey-made ice-cream, which is 
positively ambrosial. Ditching the 
bikes, we walk out to La Motte, a  
tidal island with a grassy surface that 
is cut-off when the tide is high. We 
keep half an eye on the sea because 
once it turns, the approach is far more 
rapid than you expect. 

We turn our bikes around 
reluctantly; only the prospect of dinner 
softening the blow of an idyllic sun-
kissed day that is drawing to a close. 

We were wise to reserve our table 
at the Salty Dog Bistro in St Aubin,  
a harbourside hang-out that uses 
Genuine Jersey produce to inspire  
its dishes. I order a curry, safe in the 
knowledge that the prawns have 
travelled far fewer miles than I to find 
the restaurant. Feeling that wonderful 
inertia that comes when you finally 
step off a bike after two days in the 
saddle, we sit back and drink in the 
sea views, cosseted by a buzz of 
contented chatter around us. I feel 
intoxicated by Jersey before I have 
even tried the wine. 

We cycle to Green 
Island for our next 
treat – Jersey-made 
ice-cream, which is 
positively ambrosial



DISCOVER JERSEY
C I TY  B R E A K

Jersey: the place where I learnt 
the difference between legal 
tender and legal currency. And 
if that makes it sound dull, let 
me assure you that this ol’ 

bailiwick is anything but. Under an 
hour’s flight from London, Jersey sits 
between England and France as the 
largest of the Channel Islands. The 
French influence can be seen in 
everything from street names to the 
island’s cuisine. Little wonder, given 
that it is just 14 miles from France and 
100 miles from the south of Britain.

Just as spring was turning into 
summer at home, we arrived on an 
island that seemed to be a couple of 
weather months ahead of us. It really 
is the warmest spot in the British Isles 
it turns out – the guide books weren’t 
lying. It hadn’t occurred to us that we 
were going on a city break because we 
knew this compact island has great 
beaches and incredible countryside. 
But it soon became apparent that we’d 
stumbled upon one almost by accident 
and we’ll have to go back again to 
enjoy the rest of Jersey.

I N  T H E  C I T Y
Checking into The Royal Yacht Hotel 
in the heart of St Helier was supposed 
to be a quick dump of the bags but 
half an hour later we were still 
exploring the spa, three restaurants, 
four bars and the gym. It’s a hotel 
worthy of any city in the world. Over 
the course of the weekend we popped 
into other hotels to check them out  
for a repeat visit and were impressed, 
in particular, by Banjo Hotel. This 
former Victorian gentleman’s club 
retains the grandeur of its heritage  
but not the straw mattresses and 
outside loos. Instead expect a 
beautiful en suite and mattresses 
made of cashmere and mohair.

Back at our hotel after finishing our 
impromptu tour we sat in our room 
watching the sunset over the St Helier 
skyline while plotting our evening. 
Food was the first priority and it took 
some time to decide where to go. 
Jersey locals don’t see supper as a 
speedy meal of non-descript food. The 
local produce, famous the world over 
in some cases, is a whole new level of 
fresh and as such the dishes you’ll 
encounter wherever you eat are 
divine and full of care. And the 
proximity to France has rubbed off on 
Jerseymen and women – they love to 
sit down to a long laughter-filled meal. 
We had set our hearts on a Michelin-
style evening to suitably mark the 
start of our long weekend so chose 
Bohemia Bar and Restaurant (other 
Michelin-starred restaurants are 
available) and sat down to a tasting 
menu we hoped would never end. 
After oysters came foie gras, after foie 
gras came turbot, after turbot came 
partridge. The ingredients and 
flavours were delicious throughout, as 
were the wines paired with the dishes.
We walked out smiling into a balmy 
evening wondering if we’d find 
somewhere to sit outside on a terrace 
and enjoy a final glass of wine. The 
benefit of this town, as we found out, 
is that everything is close by. One 
glass turned into three as we sat under 
a canopy of trees at the Merchant 

A splendid 
weekend 
awash with 
benefits
As city breaks go, they 
don’t come fresher, 
tastier or more fulfilling 
than Jersey, says 
Theresa Harold

As soon as I walked 
into my shop, La 
Belle Gourmande 

in St Aubin, it felt right.  
A lot of our customers say 
the same thing, so it must 
be in the history of the 
place. It used to be a 
general store run by the 
O’Neill sisters. We’ve got 
old photos from that time 
and the village hasn’t 
really changed. There are 
still lots of people in the 
village, now in their 
nineties, who remember 
the sisters and their store; 
how there was a cat in the 
window and they used to 
sell everything from 
bacon to tea towels. 

I opened the deli five 
years ago. I had been 
working as a civil servant, 
and realised it wasn’t 
offering me what I 
wanted from life. I had 
this entrepreneurial spirit 
and I wanted to do 
something local. Now it’s 
also a French bistro and 
we’re taking on the shop 
next door.

The deli is a meeting 
place. People stop by and 
chat. Nothing makes me 
happier than when 
they’ve gone away with 
something good and 
we’ve had a chat about 
their lives or what they’re 
doing that evening. 

We started out selling 
beautiful cheeses and 
charcuterie that weren’t 
readily available on the 
island, but since we 
opened, many local 
people have gone into the 
food industry.

There’s Annie Fenwick 
and Shelly Dodds, who 
created La Crémière, and 
make Jersey Salted 
Caramel Sauce, which 
won a 2016 Great Taste 
Award; David Miles 
makes Jersey Sea Salt; 
Rich Howell makes 
sourdough, and Nina 
Blake makes a range of 
ketchup and sauces. Her 
family has a history of 
growing local varieties of 
tomatoes, courgettes and 
peppers, and Nina takes 
the surplus to make her 
own sauces. It’s not just 
about selling though, it’s 
about sustainability and 
thinking about where our 
food comes from. 

So we were able to start 
stocking all these 
products and telling the 
producers’ stories. My 
customers would also 
meet the producers when 
they came to drop off 
their goods and it’s 
created a real community 
spirit. So many of the 
people I’ve met have 
become my friends.

But it’s not just the 
locals – lots of visitors 
come here during their 
stay, and I have two 
ladies, Susan and Hillary 

from Suffolk, who knock 
on the door every June. 
Immediately I’ve got the 
coffee on, I know what 
they want to eat, and they 
spend all week with us. 
They come here because 
it’s almost a home from 
home. Geographically 
we’re very close to France 
– when you stand on the 
north coast you can see it. 
Its influence is reflected 
in so many things in our 
daily lives, from our road 
names to many of our 
surnames. It’s also 
reflected in our food and 
how we eat. My family 
and friends all take time 
to stop to eat – it’s about 
sitting, spending time 
with each other and 
eating good food.

In terms of local 
produce there’s Jersey 
Royals, of course, with a 
unique sweet, nutty 
flavour and incredible 
texture – and there’s 
always a sense of 
excitement when the first 
potatoes are being dug up 

as it means spring’s here. 
And of course there’s the 
seafood. We have local 
oyster beds and our 
fishermen go out and get 
crabs, lobsters and 
wetfish. There’s a lovely 
guy called Josh who runs 
The Jersey Catch, and he 
hand catches our scallops 
year-round, so we know 
they’ve come from a 
sustainable place and 
we’re helping local 
businesses.  

It’s also worth visiting 
places such as Sumas,  
a restaurant which  
offers English and 
Mediterranean food, the 
Oyster Box in St Brelade 
Bay and El Tico, a beach 
food cantina-style place 
on Five Mile Road 
overlooking St Ouen’s Bay. 
It’s full of locals and you 
can sit and watch the surf. 

When you visit Jersey 
you realise you’re very 
much visiting a 
community with a sense 
of history – from the 
magnificent 18th and 19th 
century cod houses to the 
farm stalls with honesty 
boxes along our roads. It’s 
so rich in its environment, 
its coastline and its food. 
It’s really unique. And it 
gives you time to feel part 
of that community, slow 
down, relax and enjoy 
what we have to offer. 

I S L A N D  L I FE

Deli owner Sophie Huelin is passionate 
about the produce of her island home  
– and inspired by the community spirit 

S IX  G R E AT  PL ACE S  TO  E AT  A N D  D R I N K 
It doesn’t matter whether you are eating a casual lunch at a beach café or a Michelin-starred dinner, you’ll enjoy fantastic food and drink at these local haunts… 

Chic oceanic-themed fine dining 
restaurant Sirocco, found on the first 
floor of The Royal Yacht Hotel, has 
been awarded three AA Rosettes. 

Contemporary British cuisine is 
beautifully presented, and available 
from breakfast through to dinner. 

Dining or enjoying a cocktail on the 
outdoor terrace, which overlooks the 
glistening waters of St Helier harbour, 

is glorious when it’s warm.
�Weighbridge, St Helier; 01534 

720511; theroyalyacht.com

Treat yourself to Michelin-starred  
fare at Bohemia, where chef Steve 

Smith serves up a wonderful array of 
local produce with innovative flavour 
combinations. The classic menu costs 

£59 per head and includes dishes 
such as crab custard and tart with 
coriander and mango, followed by 

lamb loin and braised shoulder with 
Jerusalem artichoke and black garlic.  
�The Club Hotel & Spa, Green Street, 

St Helier; 01534 880588; 
bohemiajersey.com

B O H E M I AS I R O CCO

If you prefer your meals with an 
informal atmosphere, try The Square, 
in the heart of St Helier. This relaxed 

yet buzzing bar and restaurant serves 
up seafood and steaks, accompanied 
by live music most evenings. Opt for 
the baked scallops with cheddar and 

herb crumbs followed by the dry 
aged cote de bouef, or plump for  
the “barbecue blowout” if you’re 

feeling really hungry.
�14-16 Weighbridge Place, St Helier; 

01534 858220; thesquare.je

T H E  S Q UA R E

If you are looking for an elegant, 
relaxed St Helier spot for cocktails, 

you should seek out the decadent Ce 
Soir bar. Take note of its bold and 

beautiful decor. Alternatively, head to 
its sister bar – prohibition-themed 

The Blind Pig. The 1920s-style 
drinking den, all velvet and wood, lies 

behind an unassuming door and 
serves up cocktails in teapots. 

�10 Caledonia Place, Weighbridge,  
St Helier; 01534 610422;  

cesoirjersey.com

C E  S O I R

Michelin-starred chef Shaun Rankin’s 
restaurant Ormer is another elegant 
Jersey offering. With a beautiful roof 
garden bar and a menu packed with 
the best Jersey produce, it is more  

an event than a dinner. Sample  
Jersey lobster with ravioli, ginger, 
coriander, crab and tomato bisque 
with puffed black rice followed by 

slow-cooked fillet of beef, then head 
to the roof for a digestif.  
�7-11 Don Street, St Helier;

01534 725100; ormerjersey.com

Set in a rustic courtyard in the heart 
of town, next to the Jersey Museum, 

this popular restaurant, café and 
terrace bar promises more than just a 

great location. The wine list is 
extensive, and if drinks turn into 

dinner, the restaurant menu features 
everything from sirloin steak to pan-
fried seabass and crab risotto. Cakes 
and coffees are available daily – ideal 

for post-museum nourishment. 
�Weighbridge Place, St Helier; 01534 
510069; merchanthousejersey.com

T H E  M E R C H A N T  H O U S EO R M E R  R E S TAU R A N T

House Brasserie, met some friendly 
fellow holidaymakers at the 
characterful Troubadour, and couldn’t 
resist a nightcap at the fashionable 
Café Zephyr, which was handily 
located in our hotel.

S U N N Y  DAY S
We woke to glorious sunshine and 
with a thirst for exploration. After a 
quick conversation with our lovely 
receptionist we hopped on the Castle 
Ferry across the bay to Elizabeth 
Castle. Apparently at low tide one can 
walk across but having missed that 
time of day we were content to pootle 
across the calm bay on board the 
aptly-named Charming Betty, before 
climbing the battlements and 
exploring the turrets and bunkers. 
This is where you’ll find the 
Hermitage which is believed to have 
been St Helier’s home way back in 
AD550. If 1,500 year old history is too 
modern for your tastes try the Jersey 
Museum, Art Gallery and Brasserie. 
Here we were taken back 250,000 
years to when the first people  
(lucky things) arrived in Jersey. This 
journey through the ages provided 

Explore by foot 
The market town 
of St Helier; Banjo 
Hotel;  Elizabeth 
Castle; Michelin-
starred chef Shaun 
Rankin at Ormer 
restaurant

For a one-stop shop 
of epicurean delights 
take a walk up 
bustling King Street
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fascinating context for this unique 
island and we found out why Jersey 
remained loyal to the English crown 
despite being so close to France. I 
shan’t ruin the surprise in case  
you go.

In what became a regular happy 
coincidence we were back by our 
hotel once more so glammed up a 
little before strolling (it’s unlikely 
you’ll do anything but walk all 
weekend) to the Jersey Opera House. 
We had booked to see a ballet but 
throughout the summer, and indeed 
the year, there are a host of different 
events to choose from including 
music, dance and comedy.        

C H I C  S H O P P I N G
The next morning our minds (read: 
my mind) turned to shopping. We (I) 
wanted to bring back mementos and 
food is a great way to capture the  
local flavour. For a one-stop shop  
of epicurean delights, take a walk  
up bustling King Street to Maison  
La Mare. Stock up on La Mare wines, 
artisanal gin and VSOP Jersey Apple 
Brandy. Biscuits and chocolate you 
can get on the mainland, but Jersey 
Black Butter is well worth the packing 
space. It pairs nicely with cheese and 
cold cuts, or baked into a sticky toffee 
pudding as we discovered later. Aside 
from the usual suspects of high street 

A  M I L L I O N  M I L E S  AWAY ?
We liked speciality coffee shop  
Dandy on Conway Street. Be warned, 
though: it’s only open Monday to 
Friday. So on weekends, try Pomme 
d’Or Hotel a few doors down which 
has a bright and airy café on the 
ground floor. Take a moment to look 
up. This was the building used by the 
Germans as their HQ during the 
occupation, and it was here that the 
Union Flag was raised in 1945 marking 
the island’s liberation.

Across the road, Philip Jackson’s 
sculpture takes pride of place in 
Liberation Square. It depicts a group 
of islanders clutching the Union Flag 
at the centre of a fountain, with  
each of the fountain’s 12 water jets 
representing Jersey’s parishes. From 
here, you can see St Helier Marina 
glistening with yachts. Just next to it 
is the Maritime Museum, which is 
filled with interactive exhibits making 
it a family-friendly option.

As we prepared to head back to 
London – a little unhappy about doing 
so if I’m honest – we felt a million 
miles away from the jostling madness 
of home. The truth is, of course, it’s 
remarkably close by. But then the 
difference between Jersey and the  
rest of the British Isles cannot be 
measured in miles. Some people 
measure the difference in years, 
likening Jersey to a 1950s seaside 
resort. That’s not right either: Jersey 
isn’t twee, or nostalgic. It’s just unlike 
anywhere else and leaves you feeling 
calm and charmed. Because, and I’ll 
borrow a French phrase here, because 
je ne sais quoi. Unhelpful, perhaps, 
but some things you just really do 
have to experience for yourself.

stores, St Helier boasts chic 
independent boutiques such as Jersey 
Pearl on King Street. Also try West 
Centre, Halkett Place and Bath Street 
and the warren of streets between 
where you’ll find sweet little shops. 
For quirky souvenirs, try Little Wren 
in the Central Market – their in-house 
illustrator is more than happy to 
personalise gifts. Actually, you should 
visit the Central Market anyway. It’s 
located on the corner of Beresford 
Street and Halkett Place. Open every 
day except Sunday, this Victorian 
indoor market is packed with fruit, 
flowers, antiques, books, street food 
stalls, and a rotation of local pop-ups. 


